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o[ Bnuce Elden
It can, with suddenness or slowly, come upon
a man or woman such tasks as estrange them
lrom ordinary converse, render their actions, or
the products of their acts, so incongruous in
relation to those of fellow humans that they be
in limbo, as it were, their very turns-ol-tongue
(albeit ol beseeming plain speech) stirring
immediate uneasiness in even closest
colleague, and outright distrust f rom populus at

large.

How is one then to know whether said tasks
are fairly inherited, are part ol one's late
inlrinsic lo one's self
or whether perhaps

-

-

they be impositions?
How, lor that matter, can one say
impositions are not as truly intrinsic, arising
lrom unconscious desire, say, as the orderly
communal inheritance ol one's sense of one
self ?

How is one to distinguish between
possession and u nconscious passion?
My lilms are now mostly translucent
patterns-of-paint; and they mean less, in their
fleet and ephemeral liveliness of flickering
color than any (even abstractly patterned)
painted canvas ever conceivably could.
Bruce Elder's Exultations: ln the Light of the
Great Giving is similarly (as he said lo filmmaker John Writer) "meaningless"; and indeed,
if the pixels of computer graphics ("scratches
on plastic", as he put it to John) are of one light
with all else of 'the universe", as the film
suggests in printed scripl, then this endless
reduplication ol light would ultimately beseem
without rneans (wave-and-particle theory
notwithstanding). And my painting on film,
which seeks to evolve lorm free of the
influence of music
- f ree of any
representation ol thought process, even (to
achieve a "perceptible nothing", as I said about
my 16mm series Naughls) would appear to be
related to Elder's work, as he moves his Ihe
Book of All the Dead inlo the new Heavenrepresentative chapter, the visually giddy and
anagramatically chant-repetitive EXU LTATION
section.
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I began arguing with Elder's aesthetic while viewing an
earlier chapter of his monumental film, the Lamentations
chapter. I sensed him "quoting" pictures (in his photography and
edit) rather than trying to evolve vision, to "make it new", as I'd
supposed lwas. lwrote a snrall book: The Domain of Aura,in
which I attempted to distinguish between (1) Picture (a frarned
collection of nameable things) and (2) lhe UNnameable
streaminEs of irregular biologically hewed shapes and mixed
hues, or Aura (what's usually referred lo as "ineffable/musical"
in Art).
I was, at that tirne, 1986-87, still very much dependent in my
lilm-making upon my hypnagogic vision
- the visible
manifestation ol abstractly streaming synaptic thought. ln the
recent making al Naughts, and subsequent works, I've
attempted to rid myself of even that referential source of
inspiration.
Elder goes on photo-and-computer-graphically quoting
Pictures; and I go on exuding paint lrom atlenuated tingers
along a line of film: but both of us inexorably eschew any such
means (therefore rneaning) by which Film is traditionally

"known".

The know-ability of Film is thereby lhrown into question
i.e., that it can be honestly sensed as more than sensation, the
experiencing of it seriously explicated, so{orth"
Cat-calls f rom the gallery and the loge, stunned

-

bewilderment from the middle-roaders, worried murmurs from
one's friends.
"ls this Nihilism? .." loss ol direction? ... acidia
- i.e.,
estrangement from the ways of God and Man?"
Elder makes a vision of Heaven which is primarily rephotographed video and cornputer graphics
- a calculated
dead-light, primarily on the screen, his "quoted pictures" now
cycling and re-cycling (in the last several chapters of this 41hour work) in recreational quotation, this tactic certainly
rendering picturization meaningless {1.e. any picture being
available tor infinite means).
Poet Charles Olson's "All is interesling/nothing is" comes to
mind. The french painter Nicolas Poussin also comes to mind,
his: "painting should appeal to the mind and not lo the eye".
Elder suggests (in conversation with me) that this video and
computer light is that which now primarily illuminates human
beings ... and, a propos his utilizing it, the anagramic computer
phrases, and the re-cycied pictures in his (as modeled after
Dante and Ezra Pound) Heaven-section cst The Book of All the
Dead, says that "Heaven" (as Elder imagines it) "must have
everything in it''
- meaning that the fllm must, at least in its
process of selectivity, suggest that possibility ... (and, as I take it
from him, without meaning any such statement
- or
presumption upon Heaven
within the film itself).
Length of the work almost preciudes the possibility of
anyone coherently seeing its total form; and the philosophical
texts (superimposed over picture) rnove so swiftly as to be
only hurriedly comprehensible, if at all.(Across the length of
the work, both titles and audio texts have been increasingly
obscured in many careful ways ...) Yel various earlier
sections have inspired an amazinE variety of film-makers,
including myself, Michael Snow (especially "Presents") and
Peter Greenway ... and P.G^'s commercial followers and
imitators (in other words, Elder's work has managed to affect
main-stream festival f ilm-making even belore The Book of All

the Deadwas half completedl)
Elder's epic is a compendium of spoken, printed and
iliustrated philosophical meanings
- a visual British Museum, if
you will: (l am of course thinking of Wyndam Lewis' quip a
propos Pound's Cantos... "a portable British Museum"); but the
quotes, of both texts and Pictures have come finally to some
grand philosophical cancellation of meaning altogether. Even
th. ?uotes of music, Elder's beloved J.S. Bach, come, through
thc varieties oi computer permutations, to some supra-musical
meaninglessness.
And l? ... I f eel closer to this epic-maker Elder than to any
other living film-maker: and yet Ifeel an aesthetic opposition of
such intensity that l'm certain l'll be the rest oi my life working
UPhill to off -set this grand haunt oI The Book of All the Dead
with every visual means at my disposal. I embrace his making
with all my heart (knowing full well the desperately honest
integrity of the man, the sweet graciousness of him, the
largesse of the gift he has given), for he and I are face-to{ace
in this beseeming meaningless turmoil of 20th century
Westward-Hoing creativity, this Time long shadowed by an
impending darker age than ever before. There is no Right or
Wrong for Elder and I to argue between us, no Like or Dislike to
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reier either of us to some past Taste or Cultural Pre-disposition.
We each dance here, in the whirl of human social disaster and
estrangement f rom previous notions of Nature-- nay, even
from some sense of Things (so that poet W.C. Williams'"No
ideas but in things" seems, now, nothing more than a naively
hopelul saying).
Could I sing to Elder: "You take the Picture, and I'll take the
Aura: and we'll neither of us outlive the current Horror". He is
predisposed to a plethora of tricks to evacuate, or empty,
meaning from the representative 'takes" of his film: as a
corollary, consider how poet Rainer Maria Rilke imagined that a
poet's naming of things would cause them eventually to become
invisible, thus mystically suggesting that the whole world might
finally become invisible (or cease to exist?) thereby. Both Elder
and Rilke are, of course, moving to create paradigms of what
each believes already is, or is in process.
Elder has, again and again over the years of his making lhe
Book ol All the Dead, emphasized the removal of lhe gods or
God from human aifairs and consciousness
- stressing that
subjective consciousness has created, also, a separation o{
Human from 'the things" of the world: his film has systematically
sought to demonstrate the history of this increasing schism.
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Unlike Elder, I do believe there is a thought process previous
to language development. The REM movements of the eyelids
ol foetuses surely seem to indicate some optic sparking twixt
brain and eyeball pre-birth; and it would seem reasonable to
suppose that the loetus "sees" something kin to hypnagogic
vision: this, then, would be the "thought" of cellular feedback
lrom the entire foetus system
- as orderly and informed as we
know that system to be in its limits of cellular growth and
evolving ultimate form.
Elder (in friendly argument) has always insisted that we
cannot call such phenomena 'thought", that thinking begins with
words, is words as language. He can, ol course, semantically
win this argument because 'thought" is a word; but I will
continually wave hands in air, whatever, to insist upon my
corollary
- i.e., that at the outside rim of consciousness, where
our words are mere gestural grunts, beyond our ability to
designate more than that surrender-word "ineffable", there
exisls a nerve-knowing made visible which is previous lo and
forever eschews language, but is the first and last sense-ofbeing that we have, and which is not only of the process of
linguistic thinking but is the very template of all word and
number and other orders of thought to follow.
ln my very theoretical writing I began (long before
confronting Rilke's dicta) to posit: "lmagine an eye un-ruled by
man-made laws of perspective": going on to suggest all the
ways in which words limit vision (in my book Metaphors on
Vision), and to call lor a creative film-making which would
counter-balance the destructive effect of language upon human
sensibility, especially upon human seeing: "How many colors
are there in a field of grass to a crawling baby unaware of
'Green'?" Elder did agree with me (in recent conversation) that
he can imagine such a visual state ("pre-thought", as he put it)
as l've described and paradigmed in my films, and that this
(thus un-nameable) envisionment would be at one (in its
"meaninglessness") with the light of the universe.
At this point he and I aesthetically embrace in our
argumentative dance. But for my own soul's, and life-work's,
sake I must now distinguish myself . I do not deliberalely empty
meaning f rom the filmic shapes of my making, nor did I lrom
those earlier symbols of my films, and especially not from my
recent Naughls, because I believe the universe beyond human
means or meaning: my "meaninglessness" is simply in the
service of new means, "making it new", making room, as it
were, for whal is felt as tender shoots, so to speak, pushing up
through the human-earth old, impact of history, so forth. My
tactics of clashing visual forms and lones, ,juxtaposing symbolic
opposites, in my film-&-edit is, as I see it, a process ol mulchmaking
- that the new have loam to feed upon, to be informed
thereof, as it extends aesthetically (by law, thus) according to
lelt immutables.
I have no feeling whatsoever that God is removed from human
aflairs (or even from human consciousness) ... nor "the gods"
gone either. I sense every plurality of God as angels or muses,
say, which whisper constantly and buzz the mind ineffably
always. And as Human is a manifestation of Nature, lcannot
imagine humans estranged therefrom
- though surely taught
sell-schism in these Times, fraught as we all are by social horror.
I empty Film of its referential means, as best l'm able
(holding language and narrative drama especially at bay),
because I would receive this great new gitVFilm in the light of its
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Lighl-life
- that it may grow into its greatest possibilities (which
must surely be something beyond illustration of '"the old"). The
less Film tautalogicaly means, therefore, the more it can inform
"the new", which I very much feel coming through me and some
many others who also know Film as UNlike anything given to
Human before. The more it can be sensed as such, the more
must it be true to the immulabilities of Light in its coming into
fulsome being and eventual appreciation ... i.e., that it may
shine from mind to mind God's great gift-giving to/through
humans for human cultural sharing.
Elder emphasizes his belief that the gods/God will speak to
humans again, in time, and that all we can do until then is to
wait in humility and open readiness for spiritual re-awakening.
feel, hear and see such a streaming of soul's nourishment
continuously vibrant and reverberating through the new rhythms
of aesthelic creation and experiencing (of the often called
"experimental") in that extended Romanticism we call Modern,
Post Modern/whatnot of The Arts of the 20th century, that it
seems as noisy a Time as a universe's Charles-lves-like choral
could possibly sustain. Talk, it's true, has become cheap
I

(except among the choirs of poets), and no one knows'What
rough beast slouches toward Bethlehem" (as W.B. Yeats put it):
but Spring is surely aesthetically upon us, with such a variety ol
up-starting newness (so mulched
- i.e., informed
archeologically) as causes all grounds ol creativity to tremble
(as causes the feadul academics, with all their taut talk, and the
bureaucracies of each church to tremble) that it is only in the
socialclime (as Elder paradigms masterfully in The Book of All
the Dead) we'd need fear loss because of the'Winter o{ our
discontent" (as Shakespeare put it).
We must, yes, mean less if fully to attend the grounds
wherelrom we will surely soon know (and "know" even in the
Biblical sense) more.
Stan Brakhage is a filmmaker and a writer. His film Dog Star
Man was selected lor the (US) National Registry as one ol a
hundred great films to be preserued in the National Archives.
He has recently completed a series of hand-painted films:
Autumnal, Stellar, The Harrowing, Tryst Haunt, A Study in Color
and Black and White.
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